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FREE Czech gal to enter palace. Petra - The Guardian. CZECH ZOOFOILIAS CHOOSE FREE
GENET. Czech vet takes animals out of cages in public to spread kindness. A Czech

veterinary surgery has created a campaign to turn the country into a safer, more civilised
place for animals.A video posted by Repubblica (@repubblica) on Aug 22, 2015 at 6:34am
PDT The campaign, run by Association of Veterinarians of the Czech Republic (AVCR), is

called Jekatrząna - Ugodostwo do wszechświata (translation: Animal Freedom - Taming of
the Unreason). It promotes the idea that people should treat animals as if they were their
friends and guests rather than their slaves.It also encourages a change in the attitudes of

Czech people who tend to be cruel to animals in their leisure time. The campaign organises
a photo competition with the theme "as friends, as lovers". The winner is invited to the
Parliament to represent the freedom of animals, which is supported by more than. "The

cages should have been abolished about 10 years ago, but nothing has happened, all the
animals have remained captive". The AVCR offers the public to take the pooches for a walk
without a leash and to avoid making noises. It also means leaving behind dogs without a

muzzle and cats without a collar. According to Mr Vesely, dogs are allowed to live outdoors,
but cats are confined to certain territories. Although cats are also kept in cages, they are so

small that they are able to move around.Mr Vesely says that he is sure the campaign will
help to change the attitude of Czechs to animals in general. He adds: "The taboo about

animals, especially when they are in cages, is great. They are not like us." HIS mother has
always worked with animals.Mr Vesely also encourages the same attitude when looking

after the pets of the elderly. He says: "The elderly people have to be treated with a great
respect. They become weaker by the day and, in general, they are too old to take care of
their animals, who have become like their children. The elderly are ill, because they keep

their pets captive for the rest of their lives. The option to choose is very important for
them." He recommends all responsible pet owners to not hesitate to take their animals for a

walk, unless they are unwell or feel unfit. In that case they may ask a
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